Abstract. Multisolute reactive transport was investigated in chemically heterogeneous systems to determine the influence of the shapes of the reactive heterogeneities (iron oxide inclusions) by comparison of two-dimensional heterogeneous experiments with spatially averaged models that had differing inclusion characterization. Eleven reactions were considered in this system, starting with adsorption of the initial solute (conEDTA) to Fe oxides, followed by two competing surface reactions: oxidation forming conIEDTA and Fe dissolution forming FenIEDTA and Co 2+. Spatial moments of the eight mobile species were compared between data and models. One spatially averaged model (homogeneous equivalent), which incorporated inclusion mass only, significantly under predicted oxidation (up to 74%), the influence of reaction kinetics, and species retardation. In contrast, the ensemble average model (incorporating inclusion mass and length) well predicted speciation, retardation, and skewness. This large difference in prediction between two spatially averaging models was caused by the lack of incorporation of contact time of solutes with iron oxides in the homogeneous equivalent model and the importance of the contact time with the differing timescales of reactions. Experimental and modeling results also showed that the uncertainty in prediction of specific species increased as the inclusions varied from more ideal (fixed-length) to more natural (variable-length) shape of inclusions.
Introduction
While spatial heterogeneities of mineral reactants in the subsurface are widely recognized at different scales, few studies have addressed the relative importance of chemical heterogeneities on reactive transport in complex geochemical systems. Grain scale chemical heterogeneities influence single solute adsorption in batch systems, and sorptive behavior is better described by models accounting for the spatial variability of sites [Ma and Selim, 1994; Pedit and Miller, 1994; Westall et al., 1995] . During transport, differing scales of chemical heterogeneities exhibit influence ranging from breakthrough spreading ] to significant changes in apparent retardation, spreading, and tailing [Cvetkovic and Shapiro, 1990; Wise, 1993] when using a spatially averaged modeling approach. These studies have indicated that the importance of spatial heterogeneities in accurately predicting transport is related to aspects of both the reaction nonlinearities and spatial attributes. Even with no chemical heterogeneities, complex geochemical systems (multisolute, multireaction) can exhibit complex speciation changes that are highly dependent on local concentrations Friedly and Rubin, 1992; Yeh and Tripathi, 1991] . It is therefore likely that complex geochemical transport in heterogeneous systems would result in a significant changes in mass, retardation, and spreading that may not be predicted with a spatially averaged model. The multisolute, multireaction transport of metal-EDTA complexes in chemically heterogenous groundwater systems is the focus of this study.
Metal ion migration in groundwater is typically enhanced by
This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1998 by the American Geophysical Union. result in complex changes in 6øCo mobility and spreading due to the differential migration velocities of reaction products (i.e., Co 2+, conEDTA 2-, conIEDTA-). The con/nIEDTA reaction network under pH-buffered conditions (--• 11 reactions) has been well described in batch and one dimensional (l-D) column systems [Szecsody et al., 1994b; Brooks et al., 1996] , as modeling simulated experimental data collected over different timescales. However, the oxide phases that largely control metal-EDTA species movement in the subsurface commonly occur as spatially discontinuous inclusions at different scales (centimeters to tens of meters), and the ability to predict transport in these heterogeneous systems is unknown. Because field scale subsurface chemical and physical heterogeneities cannot be fully characterized over domains of interest, spatially averaged values of physical and chemical parameters are used in transport calculations with varied results. In many cases, these spatially averaged values that appear to describe field scale transport are significantly different from the actual parameters (determined in homogeneous laboratory (7) and (8)) and conEDTA oxidation (reaction (6)). Reactions not shown include the adsorption of produced species and solution dissociation ( The objective of this research was to evaluate the importance of the chemical and physical shape characterization of the iron oxide inclusions on predicting the multisolute transport of ConEDTA. The cowmEDTA/Fe-oxide system was selected as a representative reaction network exhibiting nonlinear reaction behavior and kinetics spanning different timescales, and one whose overall manifestation in heterogeneous porous media is expected to be highly dependent on the spatial distribution of Fe TM oxides. The spatial variability was limited to bimodal chemical heterogeneities (no physical heterogeneities). This research was approached by evaluating conditions under which spatially averaged models (ensemble average, homogeneous equivalent) predicted and failed to predict multisolute transport in heterogeneous systems. These spatially averaged models incorporated differing chemical and shape characterization of range of inclusion shapes considered. Predictions from the spatially averaged models and a deterministic model (incorporating all inclusion information) were compared to actual multisolute transport in heterogeneous 2-D experiments. The integrated findings of this experimental and modeling study provide insights on the characterization needed at the field scale (volume, shape, permeability) to predict the reactive transport of other solutes exhibiting complex, multireaction behavior.
Problem Formulation

Geochemical Behavior in Homogeneous Porous Media
The reaction network for the geochemical interaction of ConEDTA 2-with iron oxides and its manifestation in batch systems and 1-D columns is well established by previous studies [Szecsody et al., 1994b Multisolute reactive transport simulations were conducted with two different spatially averaged approaches that incorporated partial chemical characterization of inclusions were compared with actual multisolute transport and deterministic simulations. Spatially averaged models (homogeneous equivalent, ensemble average) are used at the field scale because of the lack of complete spatial information commonly encountered. Two other spatially averaged methods were considered (analytical methods [Reichle et al., 1998 ] and stochastic convective reaction [Simmons et al., 1995]) but could not be applied to this complex reaction system. The spatially averaged models used can predict statistically similar breakthrough shapes and masses when important reaction nonlinearities are incorporated. With homogeneous equivalent models, reaction sites associated with Fe oxides in the inclusions (i.e., Fe oxide mass) are assumed distributed uniformly throughout the inclusion and matrix sediments. This approach is used at the field sites when information is insufficient to characterize the shape and size of inclusions. Ensemble average models that incorporated inclusion mass and length were based upon Monte Carlo simulations, or statistical breakthrough averages of each of the mobile species from 100 2-D transport simulations for the fixed-and variable-length inclusion shapes considered. Each simulation involved ConEDTA injection into a system with different, randomly generated, spatial pattern of inclusions.
While neither of these spatially averaged models incorporated the actual location of inclusions, accurate prediction of the reactive transport experiments with the homogeneous equivalent model would indicate that under specific conditions, inclusion mass was sufficient (i.e., characterization of the inclusion shape was not needed) and that spatial averaging of reaction nonlinearities is unimportant. Poor prediction with the homogeneous equivalent model and good prediction with krl A full operator-splitting method was used where the reaction, advection, and dispersion operators were treated sequentially. A third-order method [Leonard, 1984] with a total variation diminishing (TVD) property [Harten, 1983; Gupta et al., 1991] was used for the advection subproblem. The dispersion subproblem was solved implicitly. A stiff ODE solver, LSODA [Hindmarsh, 1983] , was used for the reaction subproblem. Convergence analysis showed that the numerical error due to operator splitting was small ]. the ensemble average model would indicate that iron oxide shape information is additionally needed to accurately predict transport. Comparisons of spatially averaged to experimental and deterministic model results were made on spatial moments, species mass, and peak concentration of five mobile species (conEDTA, conIEDTA, FenIEDTA, CaEDTA, Co 2+) and two grouped mobile species (total aqueous cobalt, COaq; total aqueous EDTA, EDTAaq ) at two locations. were chosen to achieve specific residence times of ConEDTA in the inclusions (Table 4 ). The CoXXEDTA solution was radiolabeled with 9600 dpm mL -1 6øCo, 9200 dpm mL -1 14C-EDTA, and 5100 dpm mL -1 3H. Liquid chromatograph pumps, valves, and tubing were used to control flow and minimize external system volume. Pore water velocity was calculated from effluent and sample weights and elapsed time.
Sampling and Analysis
Fluid samples were taken periodically at two locations to obtain average aqueous concentrations across inclusion and matrix sediments. These samples were taken at x = 50 cm using a 4-mm diameter porous polypropylene tube (y = 0-20 cm; Figure 3) and at x = 100 cm from the outlet manifold. Periodic samples were additionally taken at a fluid sampling point located at x --10 or 20 cm (Table 3) While breakthrough curve moments are of considerable use for describing differences in heterogeneous data and spatially averaged models for single solutes, only some moments proved useful for this multisolute system. Breakthrough curve moments for individual solution species (Table 5) were only partially useful, but grouped species moments and breakthrough mass analysis were of greater use at discriminating the match of the deterministic (and spatially averaged model) simulations to the experimental data. The similarity in the individual first moments of the chemical species indicated that the timing of solute breakthrough was well described by the model. The second moments accurately described the above noted differences between data and simulation, shown by similar values for conIEDTA and departure for FenIEDTA. The third moments indicated that most breakthrough curves were skewed to the right (plus sign) relative to the tracer. COaq had the greatest skew (+ 2.6 data, + 1.7 simulation), reflecting its composition (conIEDTA, Co2+). This grouped species was a sensitive indicator of competition between oxidation and Fe dissolution because greater skew (resulting from greater Co 2+) reflected greater Fe dissolution and less oxidation. The fourth moment was not useful for these large injection pulses. Because moments describe only breakthrough shape differences of single solutes, mass transfer in multireaction systems is not described. Several solutes had very similar moments but differ greatly in peak concentration and mass, so the additional information on breakthrough mass is needed for this multiple solute system to discriminate models, as described in the following section. Figures 6a and 6b) . In contrast, the 2-D data and ensemble average simulation had an 82 hours residence time (Table 4) 
Bulk movement at (a) 50 cm and (b) 100 cm shown by tracer and grouped solutes (COaq and EDTAaq ).
Individual species shown at (c) 50 cm and (d) 100 cm. Two-dimensional deterministic simulation (lines) based upon smaller-scale chemical parameters (Table 2 ) and physical parameters of 2-D experiment (Table 3 ). All species concentrations relative to 10 -4'5 mol L -•.
of CoIIIEDTA for the ensemble average simulation at 100 cm was 0.14 higher and breakthrough mass 0.18 greater compared to the homogeneous equivalent simulation (Table 6 ). Coaq breakthrough was nearly unimodal for the ensemble average simulation because less Co 2+ was produced. The EDTAaq breakthrough was sharper (0.07 higher) for the ensemble average simulation due to a larger CoIIIEDTA peak.
The breakthrough moments for individual and grouped species were partially useful in discriminating how well these two models described the experimental data. The computed first moments of FeIIIEDTA, and COaq (Table 5) showed that the homogeneous equivalent model provided the least satisfactory description to the experimental data. Because the shapes of the species breakthrough curves computed by the different models were not significantly different from each other or the experimental data, the second, third, and fourth moments of individual species provided little information. There were significant differences in breakthrough mass, but these differences were not reflected in individual species moments. For example, the 2-D data (Figure 4c) *Velocity change in experiment (Table 3) • 50 Table   6 ). In general, the individual species moments were not useful for discrimination, but grouped species were useful for identifying matches of simulation to data. The first, second, and third moments of Coaq as predicted by the homogeneous equivalent model were larger than both the experiment and ensemble average model because the computed speciation was different and reflected a longer effective contract time. The EDTAaq first moment was also larger for the homogeneous equivalent model, reflecting a greater mass fraction of FenIEDTA.
The most significant difference between the variable-length and fixed-length results were found in the breakthrough mass statistics describing ensemble average simulations (Table 6 ).
The large deviation in the inclusion length (+30%) in the variable length systems resulted in 20-74% more variability in ensemble average estimates of peak concentration and breakthrough mass relative to the fixed length systems. The largest effect was noted for CoIIIEDTA breakthrough (74%) because the extent of the oxidation reaction was most sensitive to inclusion residence time. In contrast, the standard deviation of FeIIIEDTA mass standard deviation was only 30% greater for the variable-length system (Figures 8c and 8d ) than for the fixed-length system (Figures 8a and 8b) . Therefore, as the variability in the inclusion length increases, the precision of predictability decreases for kinetically sensitive solutes (e.g., coInEDTA). Because the variable-length system contained an inclusion length distribution with no central tendency, it is likely that the variability in speciation is greater than in systems containing inclusions which are normally distributed. 
Conclusions
Through experiments and modeling, we have investigated the importance of spatially discontinuous reactive zones on the reactive transport of a solute controlled by a complex, kinetic multireaction network. The reaction system included reversible, slow adsorption of conEDTA to FenI-oxide surfaces, followed by two competing surface reactions, oxidation forming coInEDTA and Fe dissolution forming FenIEDTA and Co 2+.
The competition between oxidation (a faster reaction) and Fe dissolution within the reactive inclusions was highly sensitive to the residence time of conEDTA in the reactive inclusions, so a model that incorporated the residence time was needed for accurate predictions. Data from 2-D heterogeneous experiments were compared with two prediction methods that incorporated differing amounts of characterization of inclusion properties to evaluate the implications to multispecies transport prediction.
The modeling results showed that inclusion volume and length were needed input parameters to predict transport in heterogeneous systems with a spatially-averaged model. Relative to heterogeneous transport experiments, the spatially averaged model that incorporated only the inclusion volume (homogeneous equivalent), predicted 20-74% more Fe dissolution (and less oxidation) with sharper, less skewed breakthrough curves (i.e., effects of reaction kinetics were small). In contrast, ensemble average models that incorporated inclusion volume and length well predicted heterogeneous speciation and breakthrough curve shapes, illustrating the importance of the inclusion length (which defined reaction extent). Comparisons of systems with fixed-to variable-length inclusions addressed the effect of reaction extent on the uncertainty of model predictions. While the homogeneous equivalent model was still a poor predictor of the actual multispecies heterogeneous transport, the ensemble average model well predicted breakthrough, but with less certainty for specific species. A range of inclusion lengths (or residence time within inclusions) in the variable length system caused greater uncertainty in the ensemble average prediction of conIEDTA breakthrough because of its distributed effect on the reaction progress.
This study demonstrates that chemical heterogeneities not only result in increased breakthrough curve spreading and skewness as reported in other studies, but for multisolute, multireaction systems, can additionally result in changes in average species retardation and breakthrough mass. While breakthrough curve moments of individual chemical species were inadequate to describe differences between heterogeneous and spatially averaged transport due to the speciation changes, moments of a chemical components (Coaq) were useful because their shapes changed with speciation. Statistical information about breakthrough mass and peak concentration provided the additional discrimination needed to identify the most accurate modeling approaches. Collectively, the study reinforces the need to understand the importance of specific inclusion characterization for a reaction network to accurately predict system response with a spatially averaged model.
